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Part A - Temperature Profiler 

Prototype Thermistor Cable Design 

During the course of development work several specific manufacturing tasks that would 
be necessary to successfully fabricate a cable with embedded sensors were identified. The 
exercise of building a prototype cable would provide Hie opportunity to assess the feasibility of 
accomplishing these tasks. 

Proposed Cable Components 

A meeting was held at Corlland Cable Company on April 16, 1997, to discuss the 
proposed design for a prototype temperature profiling cable. At this meeting a plan was 
formulated to build a nominal 500 ft long cable with one or two fiber optic Bragg gratings and 
enough small insulated conductor pairs to support as many thermistors as possible, lliese are the 
basic components planned for the cable: 

Center strength member consisting of 3,000 lbs minimum breaking strength Veelran liber 
core with a Surlyn jacket to a nominal diameter of 3/16". 

Profile extruded inner jacket with two slots, one for each of two optical fiber leads from 
fiber optic sensors. 

Two fiber optic Bragg gratings furnished by NRL - one with a long lead (400 ft) and the 
other with a short lead (100 ft). 

At least twelve pairs of small gage insulated wire leads in a served construction using a 
braider to keep them evenly spaced around the circumference ol the cable. 

At least twelve thermistors, Thermomel,ics P/N DR14PA103N miniature temperature 
sensors with the following characteristics: 

DR: Bead, ruggedized 
14: Sensor diameter of 0.014" 
P: Leads at opposite ends of bead sensor 
A: Material code designating 7.5K - 15K ohms 
103: 103 ohms resistance® 25°C 
N: 25% tolerance on resistance variation 

Extruded outer jacket, llytrel may be preferred over po.yurethane for its lower coefficient 
of friction, making it easier to wind on the drum. 
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Strcngtli Member 

A nominal half inch diameter jacketed strength member core was initially considered for 
the central member or the prototype cable. However, since the strength requirement for this cable 
was fairly low and there was potential interest in pulling the cable into a pressure vessel for 
calibrating the thermistors, we opted to use a smaller diameter core for our prototype. 

Profile Extrusion 

In order to protect the fiber optic leads to the optical sensors from mechanical damage in 
the cable, special extrusion tooling was ordered that would enable the fabrication of a jacket with 
two grooves in it. The plan was to extrude a protective sleeve over each liber to a nominal 0.040" 
diameter, so the slots in the cable jacket were 0.040" wide and 0.040" deep. When this slotted 
sleeve was extruded, the urethane tended to shrink a bit, which resulted in the slots being 
undersize. 

Fiber Optic Sensors 

NRL offered to provide us one usable fiber optic Bragg grating, at no charge, with the 
request that they have an opportunity to test the cable with the embedded sensor. Providing the 
sensor with a long fiber optic lead was a problem, for the type of fiber in which the Bragg 
gratings arc etched is very expensive. Therefore, the technician at NRL made a standard fusion 
splice to a section of standard singlemode fiber and sent us the result. The iusion splice was 
radier bulky. It included the steel splint and heavy shrink lube designed to protect the joint irom 
breaking This large splice would make the sensor assembly difficult to incorporate into a cable 
without a noticeable lump. Such an irregularity in the cable profile would not stand up well to 
winding on and off a cable drum or winch. 

It was therefore necessary to look for other temperature sensing technologies that might 
be compatible with our application. F & S (Fiber & Sensor) Technologies of Blacksburg VA 
offered three different optical sensor concepts to consider. One is the OTDR-based appioach, the 
second is referred to as the FFPI (extrinsic Fabry-Perot inlerferomelric) optica liber sensor and 
thetod device is called a Bragg grating sensor. The one that F&S felt had the best chance o 
working that they could provide with a short lead lime was the EFP1 sensor A purchase oidti 
was issued and F&S quickly responded by sending four fiber sensor assemblies. 

One of the immediate concerns thai using these components presented was the lack of any 
method for verifying their integrity as we went through the build process. There were three or 
fourdis acte manufacturing operations that might pose a threat to delicate liber op ,c elemen 
hr L evem of a failure, it would not be possible to identify which operation was the cause n 
facUhe to*could be broken during an early stage of fabrication and the damage would not be 

discovered until the cable was finished. 
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As received, the EFPI sensors were connected to a very line diameter fiber (less than 
0 007") which would be very difficult to process successfully without risk of damage. Therefore, 
one possible remedy was to apply an extruded sleeve of Hytrel over the liber (and the sensor) to 
make it a little more rugged. In order to do this, the extrusion lip would need to be la ige enough 
to allow the sensor to pass through. The stainless tube protecting the sensor has a diameter of 
about 0 040". Before committing the expensive sensors to the extrusion process, some simulated 
assemblies were fabricated by sliding a one millimeter stainless lube over some spare optical liber 
and sluing it in place. These dummy fiber assemblies were used for some extrusion trials 1 he 
pressure tooling did not work because the molten plastic would backfeed into the lip alongside the 
optical fiber. Once thai plastic got far enough away from the active heating or the extruder it 
would harden and grab the core causing it to break. Tube tooling was tried as an a lernal.ve and 
this resulted in a sleeve that did not draw down concentrically over the liber. When neilhe. 
tooling configuration resulted in a successful extrusion, this approach to protecting the liber was 

abandoned. 

It would be unwise to try to incorporate the liny fiber unprotected so the spool of fiber 
was set up to feed into a copper stranding machine with ™™^M*^^^l 
reinforcement. Ten strands of #34 awg bare copper were spiraled aiound he pa.allt toit 
cfcmcnls to hold them together and give the reinforced fiber optic strand a circular cross-section. 

Fine Wire Leads 

The baseline conduct leads used in .he prototype cable were f30 awg Teflon insulated 

^araüe wi      her dem*. .0 provide reinforcement. One XBT was^und w,ma U nd 
K>vhr van. one will, polyester yarn and Hie ll.ird was wound along will, a pan o 1    la.te. 
c^udorT™ approach made if theoretically possible to strand two pans per bobb.u and 

support twice as many sensors. 

Thermistor Sensors 

,.„..,> „„irrril lor the mololype cable and additional laboratory testing. Thirty-six sensors wcie oideiul lor tie   W s an|1 lmn 

When these sensors arrived inspect,on revealed Ilia ^^   ^ "^ inch .       aud U1C 
wall shrink tubing that was had expected. In fact the leads; we.c '^^ ^„^ l0 

wire diameter was about one th=   * ^   -^ ^. ^ ^ve shrink tube. 

^Z^^^^ 2 -- --- -'madc ll,c i,,stallaliün lcss 
of an oil A 2X magnifier lamp was used to aid in the attachment process. 
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Thermistor  Lead  Wire   Pattern 

OR/XBT 
+ BL(#32) 

S/Y 

BR=BROWN 

OR=ORANGE 

Y=YELLOW 

G=GREEN 

BK/BL(#32) 

BR/G 

OR/BR 

KY/XBT 

Y/OR 
BL/G(#32) 

BK=BLACK 

BL=BLUE  #32  AWG 

KY=KEVLAR  YARN 

GY=GREEN   PET  YARN 

S=SLATE  (GRAY) XBT=PR  OF  #39  AWG 
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Outer Jacket 

Hytrel was selected as the jacket material for several reasons. A bondable material was 
needed in order to mold Hie cable closed after connecting all the leads. Since there were to be 
embedded optical fibers in the cable, a stiff resin would help to limit bending and therefore offer 
additional protection for the fiber optic elements. The jacket wall thickness was approximately 
0.060". When winding the cable on a drum, polyurethane tends to be tacky and climb on itself, 
rather than laying flat across the layer of wraps. Hytrel has a harder, smoother surface which 
makes the winding lask easier. 

Fabrication Results 

Assembly of Cable 

Once the optical components had been reinforced and the conductor elements were wound 
onto braider bobbins the major fabrication step could proceed. Early on it was proposed that the 
fiber optic elements be fed into the slots parallel, but there was a real concern that such a design 
would buckle the fibers when bending the cable. It was decided to helix the fiber elements around 
the core in a shallow spiral. A turntable was set up below the braider to do tins. Hie liber leads 
were laid in the slots and taped about every foot as the core entered the braid point where the 
wires were wrapped around the cable. All of the conductor elements survived the tortuous path 
over the center eyelet, down to a 180" turn around the braider latch and up through the upper 
eyelet. Once the braid/serving operation was complete, all the wires were checked lor dc 
resistance and continuity was confirmed for each of the conductors. 

Attachment of Thermistors 

The thermistors were attached beginning at the bottom end of the cable and working 
toward the top. Attachment to the #30 awg and #32 awg leads was rather stra.ghtlorward. he 
XBT wires proved to be the challenge. Joining the #39 awg leads to the #38 awg leg of e 
Uicrmistor sensor directly did not work well. There was not enough mass of coppci to gel the 
oWc"to^Sow After some experimenting, the best approach turned out to be soldering a #34 aw g 

bare copper jumper wire between these smaller gage wires. Alter each solder connection the 
u„ LuK wl e was coated with GLl'T insulating varnish that dries qu.ckly and provides a 
nexTbl    kin o er"  bare wire.  After installing the thermistor, Mylar tape was wrapped ovei 
recaWefo a length of six or eight inches with the thermistor at the center ol tins section. 1 he« e 
!^Ä\^S of 13 pairs of conductors, so twelve were connected to thermistors, one was 
designated as the common return conductor and the other was lelt unused. 

The diagram on the following page shows the relative location of the thermistors along the 

length of the cable assembly. 
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500 fl 

35' 

35 

35 

53 

) 

Temperature  Sensor  Spacing 

Section of cable on  deck and  winch  drum 

Thermistor §\ 

Thermistor 02, EFPI sensor #1 

Thermistor 03 

Thermistor 04 

Thermistor 05 

Thermistor 06 

Thermistor 07 

Thermistor 08 

Thermistor 09 

Thermistor 010 ond    EFPI sensor 02 

Thermistor 011 

Thermistor 012 

Eye splice termination or  strength  member 

Wet end of coble 
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Exlruding the Outer Jacket 

AH Ihc Ihcrmislor circuils were intact before the outer jacket was applied. An extra 
hundred feet of cable was available at the bottom end for extrusion start up, the extrusion began 
at that end of the cable. The process went fine for approximately 450 It. At this point, the 
extrusion pellets warmed a bit near the bottom of the feed hopper funnel. This, coupled with the 
sticky yellow color concentrate pellets resulted in the material clumping together and forming a 
bridge Uiat prevented the resin from flowing into the hopper. Since this was a short prototype run 
there was not much resin in the hopper which meant that there was not enough weight or material 
above this "bridge" to cave it in. With the resin bridge retarding the continuous How of pellets 
into the extruder, the barrel was emptied of material and a bare section of cable with no Hylrel 
jacket resulted. A few raps on the outside of the hopper collapsed the resin bridge and resumed 
the flow of plastic through the barrel, but restarting the jacket midspan on the cable is a difficult 
task. The jacketing resin must be compressed onto the cable with pliers so that the hot plastic 
moves with the cable. The cable suffered some trauma at this point due to pinching and we lost 
continuity on all of the small XliT wires and some of the larger conductors. 

Verifying the Thermistor Circuits 

After applying the extruded cover on the cable each of the conductors was checked for dc 
resistance. The attached chart shows the result of these electrical measurements. The conductor 
through the thermistor at position m was no longer continuous and the return wire horn sensor 
position HI had a very high resistance (near open circuit). The three XI3T circuits also had 
infinite resistance, liach of the remaining conductors with thermistors in series had readings 
between UK and 13K ohms, which is consistent for ambient room temperature (65 F to n i<j. 

Fiber Sensor Testing 

Following the jacketing operation, representatives from Fibers & Sensors, Inc. came to 
Corlland Cable to install connectors on the two optical fiber leads in the cable &ubscqucji 
readings indicated that the fibers were both broken between the conneclonzed end and the hi 1 
senso s The fibers were checked from the exposed section of cable (with no Hylrel jacket) and 

1 ereilt wls the same (both fibers broken). The upper CFP1 sensor at the #2 position was t en 
physically located and the fiber optic lead traced to a point about eighteen inches up ll e cable ad 
fntoZic connector was agai, installed. This lime the display indicated a temperature leading 
oil uSop^omir screen. This indicates that the fiber did not break where it exits the 
^S,S tube, but that is about all that this good reading revea^ A^ntioned ca,1« , 

to properly track the component's ability to survive manulaclurmg, HICK, needs to be a method 
for monitoring the fiber integrity at each step in the build process. 
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Additional Thermistor Testing 

An open circuit had been recorded lor each of the XDT pairs from the top after extrusion. 
Knowing that the probable damage area was where the jacket was restarted, a check was made on 
the continuity of the XDT wires from this exposed section. Since the jacket was missing, this was 
an easy test to accomplish. Continuity was good from this point down to the bottom end of the 
cable and back - through each respective thermistor sensor. The cable was cut at this point to 

recover these three sensor assets. 

Deck Cable Attachment 

To maximize the utility of the prototype cable, an upper extension was spliced to the lop 
end of the prototype. This extra length was a slightly stronger cable with more conductor 
elements The deck cable conductors are several gage sizes larger than the line wires in the 
prototype, which will facilitate connecting the circuits to the data collection device. 

Lesson Learned 

As a result of the prototype cable fabrication process, the feasibility of building a cable 
with embedded sensors connected to fine wire leads has been confirmed. Specifically, the 

following statements can be made. 

Fine wire leads (as small as #39 XI3T pairs) can be spiraled around a cable core without 
damage if wound with supporting strands of synthetic fiber or heavier insulated wires. 

Consistent, reliable contact to the individual #39 wires of an XUT pair can best be 
accomplished by first cooking off the varnish with thermal wne stnppers and then 
soldering the XUT wire to a section of #34 bare copper. 

Thermistor sensors must have a minimum lead wire size of #38 awg to be soldered to the 

leads of a thermistor string cable. 

A larger uaue bare copper wire (#34 or #32) jumper facilitates the connection of 
Lmfstor'to very fine'lead wires (i.e. #39 XUT pairs) by providing the copper mass 
needed to transfer heal to the solder so it will melt and How. 

Connected thermistors can survive the application of a pressure extruded outer jacket 

without loss of circuit continuity. 

Fiber oDlic sensor leads need to be protected in order to survive processing into a cable 
ASI would be to begin with a 900 micron tight ^^«^^ 
the opücal selr on that protected element. There ,s no easy way o  aa fore cab-c hbu 
once the sensor is attached. Further development is required to establish the feasibility 

Ihc optical liber approach to temperature sensing. 
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I'art B - PBO Fiber Evaluation 

PBO fiber braid was compared to bothKevlar and Vectran using the same amount of fiber 
in the same braid construction. The initial tensile strength of the PBO version was almost double 
that of the Kcvlar braid. Tests were conducted to compare the resistance to abrasion on dry samples 
and samples with various coalings applied to sec which combinations of resin and fiber improved 
the performance in the abrasion lest. 

External Abrasion Test Apparatus 

One mode of failure for synthetic fiber structures is external abrasion. In order to compare 
the relative resistance to abrasion of different fiber materials and fiber/coaling combinations a lest 
apparatus was built. Attached to this report is a description of the test equipment and a drawing. 

Preliminary Abrasion Test Results 

When first reviewing the types of coalings available lo improve the abrasion resistance of 
synthetic fiber braids it was learned that there were more options than we could effectively evaluate. 
A list was developed based upon our past experience with line coatings and suggestions from the 
fiber producers. To narrow the field, some conveniently sized small braids were selected and an 
initial series of tests on both Vectran and Kevlar were conducted in an attempt lo eliminate some ol 
these coaling options early in our test program. Six different coalings were applied lo identical lines 
of Vectran braid and Kcvlar braid. Each sample was installed on the abrasion lest fixture under a 
lensile load of approximately 20% of the line's rated strength. The tester slid a smooth 3/4 diameter 
bar against the line over a stroke length of six inches. The machine cycled each sample al a nominal 
rale of one cycle per second until the line wore through. 

Based upon the initial round of testing, two coating options thai did not increase the cycle 
life of tested samples and two materials that made the coated braid loo stiff were ehm.naed. he 
most promising candidates were a marine finish used on sail cloth and a wax emulsion. 1 hese two 
materials were applied lo each of the fiber braids and evaluated on the external abrasion lest fixluic. 

Baseline Braid Geometry 

A baseline of twelve strand braid wilh a nominal minimum strength rating of approximately 
2 500 £%Mi. This line is small enough lo test in our lab on an Inslron Tensile 1 ester and 
vet bii ™i*h lo survive several hundred cycles of abrasion under static load during dynamic 
fcslm* ZTI ana of the twelve part braid consisted of 6,000 denier twisted with two turns pel 
nTThebnJdConfigured so that the helical path of the fiber strand elements ,s in reverse 
dlrttion tot strand twist Therefore, the finished braid has the fibers oriented along the axis of 

the line. 
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Ropc Abrasion Tester 

The ability of ropes, bells, webbing and similar synthetic fiber products to resist external 
abrasion is critical to many applications. This apparatus provides a means to abrade .these 
products against a variety of surfaces at different radii with the tensile member at either low or 

high tensions. 

The most practical method that can be used in the laboratory to evaluate ropes and similar 
products for abrasion resistance is to compare one to another after each has experienced Hie same 
abrasive procedure. These data can also be compared to field experience. The procedure used 
with this equipment simulates the type of abrasion that is encountered most ollen in actual service 

when relatively high tensions are involved. 

Abrasion Test Procedure 

Based upon pull tests to failure of new samples of the braided lines of interest, the 
specimens arc loaded to 20% of their ultimate strength. The load is applied liydraulically and 
maintained at the pre-sel level as the machine is running. 

A reciprocating fixture with a six inch stroke length is designed to hold a sled bar that can 
range in size from -/a" diameter up to V diameter. For our tests a 3/4" round steel ^ was used. 
The six inch stroke length assures that the contact area on the sample includes all ol the sl.ands 

in the braid or the rope being tested. 

All of the samples were secured by the same method and loaded to the same proportional 
tension (20% DS).   The machine runs at a nominal rated of one cycle per second   so this 
Sli Uie same for all specimens.   All samples were clearly marked md.cal.ng the übe. 
ZZ^Zlyl and the coating, if any. Each sample was cycled "» ^"    ™ 
reading dropped to zero. The number of cycles to failure was recoided lo, each candidate Hut. 

Abrasion Test Results 

To establish a performance baseline againsi .hkh U. eonrpare Che new PÜO Dtar lour 

Std lo eTiablisl, .he „onhna, suengih. The abrasion .ester ^   ren seUo Iroh,    e   ne    »W 

ils ra.ed sPcng.h during .he abrasio „eye,^^ -, ^ ^^ ^nl, sü only five 

the Kcvlar. 
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Comparaüvc Abrasion Testing of 2700 lbs (±2%) US braided lines at 20% KBS load 

Fiber Veclran 
HS 

Veclran 
HS 

Veclran 
HS 

Veclran 
HS 

Veclran 
HS 

Veclran 
HS 

Kevlar 
29 

Kevlar 
29 

Kevlar 
29 

Kevlar 
29 

Kevlar 
29 

Kevlar 
29 

Type 97 97 97 150 150 150 961 961 961 960 960 960 

Ctg Dry SailKote Wax Dry SailKote Wax Dry SailKote Wax Dry SailKole Wax 

1 1140 1495 634 562 1126 577 56 53 128 62 62 83 

2 711 965 664 509 1344 578 57 62 117 72 82 84 

3 1420 967 655 478 688 564 57 50 137 78 64 70 

4 780 1468 686 513 1275 591 59 56 118 65 65 67 

5 B94 1285 670 534 1023 618 56 51 116 64 63 72 

6 775 1164 800 576 1118 621 117 76 

7 1086 1295 634 528 827 644 129 65 

a 794 1196 746 536 1073 628 129 77 

9 748 1236 679 441 912 582 129 60 

10 1125 900 650 572 1209 586 124 64 

AV: 947 1197 682 525 1060 598.9 57 54.4 124.4 68.2 67.2 71.8 

%& 100 +26.4 -28 100 + 101.9 +14.1 100 -4.6 +118.2 100 -1.5 +5.3 

PÜO Braid 

Late in the performance period the sample quantities of PBO fiber that were ordered ^November findly 
arrived from Japan. This material was processed into a braid identical m geometry to he Vecl an and Kevtar 
oraMs tl aUiad been tested earlier in the contract. At least three abrasion tests were run for each load leve with 

and after the application of a wax emulsion coaling. 

Coaling Type 

Dry 

Wax 

Veclran T150 

525 

599 

Kevlar 29 T961 

57 

54 

PBO (same load) 

305.3 

47! 

PBO (2X load) 

32 

73 

Conclusion 

The data shows that at the same load lor a pabular c*-J^^H^^Ve^ 
category. The waxed PBO braid still lasts longer than the waxed Kevla. at twice the line 

material was the best at surviving Hie abrasion lest. 
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COMMENTS BY WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAI'IIIC INSTITUTION 

1.)       Summary of Thermistor Cable Development Status 

The significant hurdles in making a workable thermistor cable with additional complexities 
caused by incorporating two optical fibers were overcome through the dedicated effort of Corlland 
Cable Company. The outcome is a workable cable with 10 thermistors, each huhv.dually hard-wired 
to the lowing point with an additional common return conductor. The thermistors ... tins cable are 
responding to local temperature increases will, instant readout responses However a cahbra »on of 
the experimental cable, although originally planned, has been postponed until a Phase II cclraa 
in place Also postponed for a Phase II effort is handling and other compatibly testing ol the 
completed cable, and the development of terminations. Significant detail design .ssues have to be 
further addressed. These include the type and size of thermistor, acceptable readout tolerance levels, 
handling systems design requirements, the tradeoff between cable size and optical fibci 
macrobending limits, electrical conductor and sensor element survivabihly. 

It is appropriate at this lime lo look into the feasibility for use of the Ihenmstor cable just 
completed. Depending on the strategic requirement for the mission of a ll-',;;^;.^y,;^a

b
b
e

C 

it is important lo focus on the cable sensing requirements. Additionally the 1 mils of cable, 
iLmZr, and optical fiber endurance under operating and survival conditions have lo be evaluated. 
The following alternatives could be considered: 

2.)        TABS Tow Cable with Thermistors 

Incorporation of thermistors into the regular TARS heavy and neutral buoyant tow cable is 
one option. The ability to do this is however quite limited. Diameter mcreases arc not, cmilltedAn* 
r^c steady cramped storage space conditions of the TARS towed array on the cable handling 

be juslificd, which would allow for a smaller annor package, lhc.es no oo" o acco, mooa 
wi c leads ami .»ennistors i. a proved and survival* manner. Usccn s <o IKof W^*^» 
incoroorale Ihcrmislors into Ihc nculrally buoyant portion oflhe 1 ARS Cwo cable »u«.» 
tompe'atore measurements can be made in .he towed array scchon a. Ihc same wa.e. depth. 
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3.)       Separate Thermistor Tow Cable 

A low cable equipped with thermistors, such as produced under this SB1R contract by 
Corlland, can be manufactured readily with a temperature readout tolerance of +/- 0.1 degrees 
Celsius. Smaller readout tolerances may be achievable with effort and lime. However the location 
of the individual thermistor in the water column has lo be known in order to permit a correlation 
between water depth and temperature. Since precise hydrodynamic modeling methods are required 
to predict location of thermistors with known spacing along the cable length, the modeling tolerance 
has lo be determined and known. The combination of tolerances for temperature readout and 
predicted hydrodynamic cable position has to be known to assess the utility of the temperature 
recording. Direction Horn the Navy should determine if the current prototype cable has sufficient 
sensing capability for lowed array operations and would justify the development or its own winch, 
handling, and data processing system; or if other uses for this cable would be content with thermistor 

readouts alone. 

Special thermistor cables with their own handling system were developed in the 1960s. 
Thirty and more thermistors were mounted 25 ft apart into fairings, coimccled lo a 830 ft long chain, 
which was stored in a single layer on a large winch drum. The conductors leading from the 
thermistors lo the ship were protected in grooves inside the chain. The entire system, mounted on 
board the USS Marysville of San Diego, weighed 37,500 lbs, connected lo a 2,300 lbs heavy fish 
which lows al 750 ft depth while sailing at 6 knots (1). A similar installation was on board the R/V 
Chain and was used extensively in cruises in the Atlantic and Mediterranean (2)(3)(4). 

4.)       Cables Measuring Temperature, Conductivity, and Depth 

For optimum sonar performance ocean water temperature readouts are most useful if they 
arc combined with measurements of the dcplh and location relative to the lowing vessel in the water 
column, and iflhe salinity (conductivity) of the sea water is known as well. 

Each sensor clement is a combination or a thermistor, and sensors lo measure conductivity 
and hydrostatic pressure (depth). Methods lo develop a cable would utilize either a Iwo-w.re or four 
wire harness, plus two power conductors in each case, lo connect the sensor elements o U.e sh.p s 
receiver The two-wire harness would use the RS-485 protocol, the four-wire harness the RS-422. 
Cable lengths of several kilometers would be possible, even al substantial bit rales. I he maximum 
number of sensing elements without repealers is 32. Ultra-small flexible cncu.lry would be needed 
lo embed each sensor into the cable (5)(6). The manufacturing of such a cable would be very 
challenging. II may require production in 25 ft long sections, connected lo each sensor and cncu.uy 
element, until continuous length manufacturing methods have been developed. 
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Inductive coupling ofsensor elements to a central insulated wire rope, using sea water return, 
would be an alternative which would avoid the difficulties of conductor harnesses in the cable. 
However the inductive "pods" arc typically 2 to 4 inches in diameter, hardly suitable for normal 
reeling and storage of a cable with pods on a winch drum. This technique is being used successfully 
on buoy moorings, where the need or retrieval and storage on winch reels is nol a requirement (7). 

A small independent cable deployment system for CTD profiling has been developed. Data 
collection at speeds up to 12 knots and up to 110 meter depth have been demonstrated (8). The 
system drops a cable suspended profiler and retrieves it back onto the ship with a small autonomous 
winch and an ovcrboarding boom, the operation is autonomous and controlled by computer. 
However such a system would sample data once at every drop and retrieval, lasting several minutes, 
it docs nol allow continuous data collection. 
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DESCRIPTION OK ROPE AHHASION TEST APPARATUS 

For the description ul.' Lhe rope .abrasion test apparatus refer Lo 
TTI Drawing Ho. 201015U.  Tlie device is self contained and iu 
about 42 inches IOIKJ by 12 inches wide and 10 inches liiyli.  It is 
operated by up to yo psiy air pressure, requiring only a single 
air connection. 

A mechanical tension dynamometer records tension and a mechanical 
counter records abrasion cycles.  Maximum load is 4 000 lbs and 
the scale has 25 lb divisions.  Zero adjust and maximum load 
indicator are provided. 

A 2   inch bore air operated cylinder moves tt carriage back and 
forth.  The carrinye holds the abrasion tool; the test specimen 
wraps around the tool with an angle of 20°.  The cylinder 
contains built-in air controls that automatically reverse the 
carriage at the ends of the G inch stroke.  Carriaye speed is 
adjusted by flow controls on each.of the two ports un the 
cylinder.  The carriaye moves on low friction, linear ball 
bushings.  A single bail valve, marked "Carriaye" starts and 
stops the Carriaye. 

A 1.5 inch bore hydraulic ram provides tension to the rope 
specimen.  Hydraulic fluid is provided at pressure to 1)000 psi by 
an air operated booster pump.  The pump is mounted on the back of 
the apparatus, under the air cylinder.  Maximum pressure is set 
by an adjustable relief valve in conjunction witli a pressure 
gauge.  A ball valve marked "Ham" applies pressure to the Ham and 
another ball valve marked "Ham Release" allows the Ham to be 
pulled out or retracted by hand. 

Air pressure to a booster pump develops hydraulic pressure to the 
Ham to apply tension to the rope under test.  A precision 
regulator, marked "Air Reg" is provided for air pressure control 
to set tensions from 400 lbs to 4000 lbs.  The Pump is set to 
stall when the test tension is reached. 

A removable water pan fits under the abrasion tool and will 
submerge it and the adjacent portion of the rope for wet testing. 

An air shut off valve iü actuated by the clevis on the end ol the 
rod of the tensioniny cylinder . This will stop the »<-''*'-;''- 
the rope fails.  This valve can also be operated manually and 
will shut off the air supply to the entire apparatus. 

The test apparatus will fit on a laboratory bench.  It requires 
onlv a con ection to a supply of filtered, dry, compressed air. 
A? be'operated from 20psi toUSp.1 input Pressure; however 
ram tensions will be limited if input pressures aie low. should 
the required air supply not be available, a very small, 
inexpensive, portable electrically powered air co.npressoi 
('/, hp, 1.7 CTM 0 'JO psicj) unit could be used in 
conjunction with the test device. 


